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Looking Closely along the Shore: Frank Serafini ...
www.amazon.com › â€¦ › Children's Books › Arts, Music & Photography
The Looking Closely series takes children on a journey of discovery through four
environments -- the forest, the shore, the desert and the garden. Frank Serafini's camera
lens enlarges each world through the magic of close-up photography.

Looking Closely along the Shore by Frank Serafini
https://www.goodreads.com/.../3315038-looking-closely-along-the-shore
In looking closely along the shore, the book talks about things people can come across
when they are on the shore, it makes you predict by asking what we see and it gives us a
hint by providing a zoomed in picture of what it is, then on the next page it tells us.

Looking Closely along the Shore by Frank Serafini ...
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/looking-closely-along-the-shore...
The Looking Closely series takes children on a journey of discovery through four
environments --- the forest, the shore, the desert and the garden. Frank Serafini's camera
lens enlarges each world through the magic of close-up photography.

LOOKING CLOSELY ALONG THE SHORE by Frank
Serafini â€¦
https://www.kirkusreviews.com/.../looking-closely-along-the-shore
The Shore features a sand dollar (skeleton), barnacle, crab and other seashore objects.
Looking Closely Through the Forest (ISBN: 978-1-55453-212-4) includes a leaf, lily,
toadstool and so forth.

Looking Closely Along the Shore by Frank Serafini ...
www.imperfectparent.com/articles/looking-closely-along-the-shore...
Looking Closely Along the Shore By Frank Serafini Kids Can Press; $15.95 40 pp.; ISBN-
13: 978-1554531417. Review by Amy Brozio-Andrews. In his clever puzzle-book for
young readers, Look Closely Along the Shore, writer and photographer Frank Serafini
challenges young readers to really examine the world around them and see the world â€¦

[7531fb] - Looking Closely Along The Shore
https://commercial-boilers-hampshire.co.uk/ebooks/7531fb/looking...
[7531fb] - Looking Closely Along The Shore this is a comprehensive review of some of
the obstacles facing the galt ocean mile communitys residents it includes shore
preservation beach

Looking closely along the shore / | Arlington Public â€¦
https://libcat.arlingtonva.us/Record/.b12985478
Looking closely along the shore (Book) Average Rating. Author:

Kid's Books at Amazon
Ad · Amazon.com/kidsbooks
Save on Kids' books for all ages & stages. New Releases & Classics.

Related searches for looking closely along the shore

Some results have been removed

Goodreads 3.8/5
Amazon 5/5

Looking Closely
along the Shore
Book by Frank Serafini

Look closely. Look very
closely. Is it... a string of
beads? Stars in the sky?
Give up? Just turn the
page and, lo and bâ€¦

Author: Frank Serafini

AR points: 0.50

ATOS reading level: 3

First published: Mar 01, 2008

Number of pages: 40

Word count: 809

Get the book
Amazon
Buy

Barnes and Noble
Buy

Customer reviews
 May 29, 2012

Informative, entertaining, and smart...in a
similar vein as Actual Size, but for even
younger readers. This book would be great
in a Montessori classroom or any other
library for young curious mindsâ€¦ Read
more

Read more Customer Reviews at
Amazon.com
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